1st dam
CRUSIN CRIMSON p, 2, 1:55.4, 4, 1:53.4, BT 1:51.0 ($82,802) 6 wins. by SPORTSMASTER p, 2, 1:52.1, BT 1:51.4. At 2, winner of Incredible Finale Series at Balmoral Park; second in Incredible Finale Series at Balmoral Park; third in the Incredible Finale Series final at Balmoral Park, ISOBA S. at Balmoral Park. At 3, third in IL State Fair S. div at Springfield, ISOBA S. div at Hawthorne; third in Violet S. elim at Balmoral Park. From 4 foals, including a two-year-old of 2023, dam of Crimson Blue (f, Hypnotic Blue Chip), p, BT 2:02.2-'23. Party Cruise (m, Party At Artsplace). Cash Cruiser (m, Arcache Hanover).

2nd dam
REDRESS HANOVER p, 2, 2:01.2f, 3, 1:56.0f, 4, 1:54.3f, BT 1:53.3 ($90,493) 21 wins, by CAMBEST p,T1:46.1. At 2, third in Hopeful S. elim at Buffalo, La Paloma S. elim at Yonkers. At 3, third in Hopeful S. cons at Yonkers. At 4, third in Night Styles Series leg at The Meadowlands. From 3 foals, dam of 2 winners (1 in 1:55) including-

CRUSIN CRIMSON (m, Sportsmaster) p, 2, 1:55.4, 4, 1:53.4, BT 1:51.0 ($82,802) 6 wins. As Above.

FOX VALLEY ROSSIE (m, Richess Hanover) p, 2, Q1:58.0h, 3, 1:57.3h, BT 1:54.6 ($36,060) 9 wins. At 2, winner of Egyptian Colt S. div at Pinckneyville; second in Egyptian Colt S. div (twice), IL Big 10 Colt S. div at Newton, Illinois S. div at Martinsville; third in Egyptian Colt S. div at Marion.

3rd dam
REDWING HANOVER p, 2, 1:57.0 ($32,970) 2 wins, by TYLER B p, 3, 1:55.1. From 12 foals, dam of 9 winners (2 in 1:55, 5 in 1:57) including-

LENORE (m, Real Artist) p, 2, 1:59.3f, 3, 1:57.2f, 4, 1:56.0f, BT 1:55.1f ($106,331) 29 wins. REDCOAT HANOVER (h, Big Towner) p, 3, 1:56.2f, 1:54.3f ($101,764) 28 wins. REDRESS HANOVER (m, Cambest) p, 2, 2:01.2f, 3, 1:56.0f, 4, 1:54.3f, BT 1:53.3 ($90,493) 21 wins. As Above.

BODY SHOT (g, Kentuck Spur) p, 3, 1:56.0f, BT 1:54.4f ($58,037) 8 wins. RUBIANO HANOVER (g, Big Towner) p, 2, 2:05.2h, 3, 2:00.3f, 1:56.0f, BT 1:54.2f ($51,471) 16 wins. At 2, winner of PA Fair S. div at Dayton; second in PA Fair S. div (twice). At 3, second in PA Fair S. div (twice), PASS div (3 times); third in Bloomsburg Fair S. div at Bloomsburg.

REDCAP HANOVER (g, Matts Scooter) p, 3, 1:57.3h, BT 1:56.2f ($28,810) 11 wins. CRIMSON MAJIC (m, Direct Scooter) p, 3, 2:01.2f, 2:00.0f, BT 1:57.1 ($20,020) 4 wins. At 4, third in May Flowers Series leg at Pocono Downs.

RED HAT (m, Arturo) p, 3, 2:01.4h, 4, 1:59.1f ($8,181) 7 wins.

CHRISTMAS MUSIC (m, Tune Town) p, 3, 1:58.4f, BT 1:58.0h ($6,841) 3 wins.

4th dam
RADIANT HANOVER p, 2, T1:59.4 ($25,029) 5 wins, by ALBATROSS p, 4, 1:54.3f. From 10 foals, dam of 9 winners (2 in 1:55, 5 in 1:57) including-

RAFFLES HANOVER (h, No Nukes) p, 2, 1:59.1f, 3, 1:55.4f, 4, 1:55.1f, BT 1:54.3f ($205,519) 11 wins. At 4, winner of Cam Fella Pacing Series leg at Greenwood. Preferred at Greenwood; third in Cam Fella Pacing Series final at Greenwood, Open (twice).

MOTORLING MELANIE (m, Happy Motoring) p, 2, 2:03.2f, 3, 1:56.4 ($192,982) 8 wins. Dam of G PHILL BAYAMA p, 2, 2:04.4f, 3, 1:54.2s, BT 1:53.3s ($182,790); FUNNY BAYAMA p, 2, 2:04.3f, 3, 1:56.1s ($120,758); ERUNNY BAYAMA p, 3, 1:57.1f, 1:56.1f ($55,671) etc.

DONOHUES FELLA (h, Most Happy Fella) p, 2, 2:02.4h, 3, 2:00.4h, 1:58.4h ($176,981) 38 wins.

NIMBUS (g, Happy Motoring) p, 2, 1:59.4, 3, 1:57.2 ($138,264) 26 wins.

RYHME CRUISER (m, Cam Fella) p, 3, 1:53.1 ($123,250) 13 wins. At 4, winner of Damzel Pacing Series final at Greenwood; second in Damzel Pacing Series leg at Greenwood. Dam of REAL CRUISER p, 3, 1:56.3f, 3, 1:55.1f, 4, 1:50.1, BT 1:49.4 ($477,333); RHYLLAN HANOVER p, 3, 1:54.4, 3, 1:53.4, 4, 1:51.4, BT 1:50.4 ($337,386); NO GOOD DEED p, 2, Q2:02.1f, 3, 1:54.0f, 1:53.3f, BT 1:53.2f ($212,822); RUCKUS HANOVER p, 3, 1:54.0, 1:53.1f, BT 1:52.3 ($126,653) etc. grandam of TEAM HUTC p, 2, 1:51.4, 3, 1:50.2, BT 1:49.4 ($606,944); EXTREME SPORT p, 3, 1:53.0, BT 1:51.0 ($128,504) etc.